
Make an Igloo 
Arctic explorers like to stay in igloos 
when they visit the Arctic. Use 
marshmallows or sugar cubes to 
make a model of an igloo. Take a 
photo and stick it in your homework 
book for everyone to see.  

Spelling  
Children will receive spellings each 
week. These should be practised 
using the Look, Cover, Write and 
Check strategy.  The children should 
then write sentences to apply these 
spellings.  

Symmetrical snowflake 
Snowflakes are almost always 
symmetrical. This means that 
both sides of the snowflake are exactly 
the same. Design some snowflakes 
that are symmetrical.  

What would you wear? 
The Arctic can be as cold as 
 -34˚C in the winter. This is 
much colder that we are during the 
winter. Design an outfit for an arctic 
explorer to stay warm. Label the 
clothes they would wear and explain 
why they would need to wear it. 

Reading  
Children should be reading for ten 
minutes each night.  Please initial in 
their planner so that we can reward 
them with a star. Children are 
encouraged to change their own 
books but if this isn’t happening we 
are happy to remind them.  

Animal Worded Problems 
If there were 4 polar bears and 3 
penguins living on an icecap, how 
many feet would there be walking on 
the snow? Draw out your answer. 
Can you think of your own worded 
problems that we can have a go at as a 
class? 

Arctic Landscape 
Use different materials, such 
as paint, chalk or crayons, to 
create an arctic landscape. Think 
about the colours that you might 
use, animals that might live there, 
icebergs, the ocean and the weather. 

Information finding 
This term we are learning about the 
arctic and some of the animals that 
live in this cold part of the world. 
Choose an animal that lives in the 
arctic and write a fact file about it. 
Remember to include some 
interesting facts. 

Arctic Animals 
Draw different animals that live in the 
arctic using different shapes. Make a 
list of the shapes that you have used. If 
your feeling like a challenge, design 
them a habitat using 2D shapes. 

Create a Habitat 
The Arctic is very cold and covered in 
snow and ice. Other habitats might 
be covered in grass or sand. Choose 
a habitat for your favourite animal 
and create it inside a shoe box. 

Arctic Adventure 
Write a story about a 
character that visits the 
Arctic. Think about how they would 
get there, what they would see 
when they get there and things they 
might do. 

Bar Graph 
Make a bar graph of your 
family’s favourite animals that 
live in the Arctic. Which is the most 
popular and which is the least 
popular? 

Arctic Quiz 
It’s quiz time. Find out some 
interesting facts about the arctic and 
make a true or false quiz that we can 
have a go at as a class. Remember to 
hide the answers somewhere on 
your page so that we can see how 
many answers we can get right! 

English activities you might like to 
practise: 

• Forming and joining letters 
neatly. 

• Writing the days of the week 
and months of the year.  

• Phonics knowledge using the 
links on our website.  

Maths activities you might like to 
practise: 

• Making different amounts using 
coins.  

• Counting forwards and backwards 
in twos, fives and tens.  

• Know number bonds to ten (pairs 
of numbers that add up to ten) 

Year 1 & 2 
Spring 1, 2019 

• Choose your weekly homework from the menu below 

• All underlined activities need to be done regularly, each week 

• Homework is due back to school no later than the following Wednesday 

• All           activities need to be completed across the half-term. 

• Challenge yourself with activities at least once across the half-term.  

• Year 2 children will receive additional Reading or Maths Home Learning.  


